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How to Create High Quality
Video for Your Business

Beginners 1/2 Day Workshop
Led by Digital Media Experts Envision Productions Ltd

This section will start in the control room.
As a group you will talk through the
content initially and then shoot four takes.
This means that every delegate will get an
opportunity to be the subject and
operate the camera and Mac.
Editing the Footage

Workshop Overview
The aim of this workshop is to familiarise
yourself with the equipment and give
you the basic knowledge to record
and edit a short piece of footage. You’ll
get to spend some time in front of the
camera (if you wish!) but the workshop is
more about learning how to operate the
equipment and edit footage. If you’re
looking to record your own promo or
video blog then other packages will be
more suitable.
This half-day workshop will cover the
following areas of video production for
your business:
Setting Up the Studio
• Placing the subject
• Lighting the subject
• Choosing an audio solution
• Setting up audio and placing mics
• Setting up talkback
This first section is taught in a discussion
format with the trainer and the rest of
the group. You will see how the
equipment is set up and finish this section
knowing what is needed for good
footage and audio.
Shooting the Footage
• Framing camera
• Checking lighting
• Focus
• Checking audio levels
• Creating suitable folders on Mac
• Working the capture software
• Interacting with the subject and
using talkback

• Importing assets into Premiere
• Overview of the Premiere GUI
• Simple editing (cuts and transitions)
• Adding titles
• Adding music
• Improving and altering colour
There will be four sets of footage at this
stage (each with a different delegate
being the subject). You will discuss as a
group and edit as a group, whilst
continually taking turns to operate the
Mac. Everyone will get a chance to do
some simple editing.
Each person will also do one of the
following: adding titles at beginning,
adding text at the end, adding music
and altering colour.
Exporting the Footage
• Exporting in premiere
• Talk about generational degradation
• Common formats
• Youtube uploading
• Internet embedding
Everyone in the group will get a turn at
exporting their own footage. There will be
4 different situations of exporting: audio
only, low quality H264, higher quality H264
and a top quality master render. There
will then be a discussion on how to utilise,
share and display video content.
This course is not designed to give you
a finished piece of video but you are
welcome to take home any unfinished
footage. Please note that you will need
the Adobe Editing Software on your own
computer to edit it and you will need a
large memory card (64G).
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